the ultimate in luxury fine art photography

welcome...

...to the world’s most exclusive
photographic gallery, accessible
only by speedboat or seaplane
in a truly one-of-a-kind exhibition,
award-winning British photographer
Paul Reiffer brings a unique
selection of his finest work to the
luxury island of PER AQUUM
Huvafen Fushi
nestled in amongst palm leaves,
banyan trees and the island’s
stunning infinity pool at The Lair,
you’ll find breathtaking landscapes
and urban images on display as part
of his signature collection

about paul
travelling the world, Paul Reiffer has captured scenes which have been
displayed across three continents - from the largest video screen on the
planet in Times Square, New York, to the Royal Albert Hall and Houses of
Parliament in London
featured in National Geographic’s latest book release of “the world’s
greatest landscapes”, his three year Asia-Pacific project saw him recognised
with a Fellowship in the British Institute of Professional Photography and
presented with the UN/UNESCO “International Year Of Light” award
with access to vantage points not always available to the public, his unique
photography has been used by clients including the US National Park
Service, IMAX, British Airways, Rolls Royce, and of course PER AQUUM - as
well as allowing him to run sell-out workshops around the world
as a frequent visitor to the resort, in a unique
collaboration with the island he calls home, Paul
now proudly invites you to visit a collection of
some of his most recognised work along with
iconic images of the island itself

own the ultimate in limited edition fine art photography
a perfect addition to any space, Paul’s award-winning limited edition landscape and cityscape
photographs are available to purchase as hand-signed, archival grade fine art prints, shipped directly from
his studio in London
by specialising in small editions, with each print meticulously produced & guaranteed for life, he has
ensured that your chosen art piece can be treasured for generations to come

exclusive editions
with Limited Edition (250) and
Artist
Proof
(10)
versions
available of each hand-signed
photograph, your print comes
with a secure certificate of
authenticity and individual edition
number

ultra-HD printing

lifetime guarantee

our ultra-high resolution images
are created using the most
advanced
medium
format
camera system in the world, then
produced on specialist silver
halide paper to deliver the finest
colour depth available

all prints are subject to the same
meticulous quality controls that
our gallery photographs must
meet before arriving with you in
perfect condition, along with a
lifetime guarantee

photographic style
each of Paul’s images is captured in a single frame, at a unique moment in time
ever since his first introduction to photography as a child, helping his father in a self-built darkroom, Paul
has used his in-depth knowledge of light to capture the true beauty of the world instead of relying on any
post-process manipulation - digital or otherwise
through meticulous planning and preparation, he has managed to record breathtaking scenes from
across the planet, bringing stunning landscapes into the homes and offices of collectors around the
world in a way that allows the viewer to feel as if they were really there at the time
using the most advanced medium format camera system in the world, his images capture up to 100
million pixels of detail in any one photograph; from the smallest leaf on a tree to the most intricate of
patterns and shades on a distant mountain, a challenge that requires the utmost levels of both creativity
and technical know-how
in every photograph he takes, Paul’s goal is to bring the most amazing views of the world to your wall

selecting your edition
all images have been made available to purchase in two editions and are printed on an exclusive silver
halide gallery paper which appears to “glow” under standard lighting, ensuring the colours and details
stand out for over 100 years in normal display conditions

limited editions
limited edition prints are available from a series of 250, printed in Paul’s London studio by some of the
finest craftsmen in the industry before being hand-signed by him and shipped worldwide
each print is accompanied by a unique serial number and matching certificate of authenticity, along with
a lifetime guarantee

artist proofs
artist proof images are personally printed, inspected and hand-signed by Paul in London, from an
exclusive series of only 10 in the world
every Artist Proof image is recorded with Hahnemühle’s International Fine Art Registry and is
accompanied by a unique serial number with matching hologram and certification for future traceability

purchasing your fine art print
each print is hand-signed, certificated and delivered by specialist couriers to your chosen address
worldwide
every image is available to purchase in two formats - as a high definition fine art print which can be
framed according to your own personal taste, or a contemporary gallery-framed photograph as displayed
on the island
with exclusive pricing and international shipping included, your thakuru can assist in placing an order for
your own unique print to be hand-crafted and sent directly from London
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